
5 Reasons To Buy Directly From The Manufacturer

    

          Fair prices
  Since there is no reseller involved, you will not pay for their profit margin. Our supply chain is simply the shortest in the business, allowing us to offer unequalled prices. You won’t find an equal level of quality for these prices elsewhere.  

    Top quality
  Because we have both sales and production departments in one company, we’re able to detect and act quickly according to consumer demands. As soon as our sales department hears that different quality levels are required or that certain products would be better received if they would be adjusted in a way, we can act immediately. Communication lines are short and our organization is lean. This way, we are able to maintain a higher quality level than our competitors and are able to act very quickly upon consumer response. Next to that, we’re the ones responsible for the quality level of our products. We make use of our own high quality standards, instead of having to rely on external suppliers. The best way of making product quality a sure thing!  

      Large assortment
  A large assortment only makes sense only, if it is complementary. Up to a specialist to put together such an assortment. When you’re buying from the manufacturer, you’re actually buying from that specialist! Through our years of experience as a seller/manufacturer, we’ve put together a perfectly balanced and extensive assortment.  

      Unique customization
  We produce all the standard products from our catalogue, so why not produce custom products as well? We’ve got all the knowledge and facilities. Since we produce all, we can customize all as well!   

    High stock levels
  A lot of competitors have to rely on external suppliers lead times, deliveries or have to cope with other buyer-supplier insecurities. We don’t! That means that stock levels are always where we want them to be: high enough to always provide you the shortest lead time.  
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